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Introduction
This guide describes how to create the settings for Saner Endpoint Security.
The settings guide is for SecPod Enterprise users and MSPs (Managed Service Providers) who want to manage Saner
Endpoint Security.
You can use this guide to update:
• Mail Settings
• Alert Settings
• Threat Settings
• Configuration Settings
• Report Settings
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Mail Settings
The mail settings in the Saner dashboard allows administrators to send alerts related to vulnerability, noncompliance, or malware detection, to send queries and reports. This setting should be set before deploying the agent
in the network. It works for mail server configured for public and local.
1. Log in to Saner dashboard.
2. Select Change Mail Settings under “inhouse”.
3. Enter the SMTP Host. For example smtp.gmail.com. The SMTP supported hosts are 25, 465, 587. In this case, the
supported port for Gmail is 465.
4. Enter the Username and Password.
5. Enter the From email address. This is an optional parameter.
6. The mail setting supports three types of authentication. None, STARTTLS and SSL/TLS. Select the supported SSL
Trust from the drop-down.
7. Update the mail setting.
8. After updating the mail setting, test the setting by sending a test mail. Click Test Mail.
9. If the test mail succeeds, the administrator can send emails.
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Alert Settings
The alert setting is to alert administrators about new vulnerabilities, misconfigurations and any new non-compliance
in agent installed machines. This setting should be set before deploying the agent. If it’s set after deploying the agent
then the existing vulnerabilities will not be shown.
1. Once mail setting is set go to Alerts. This section shows the alert type, their description, last sent and subscribe
option.
2. Enable the Alert Type. Vulnerability, compliance, threats and query are the various alert types.
3. Enter the Send to E-mail field. You can enter multiple email addresses separated by commas.
4. Select the Conditions from the drop down. The conditions will differ based on the selected alert type.
Alerts will be sent to the administrators in the form of email messages.

Vulnerability Alert Type

Compliance Alert Type
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Email Alerts

Compliance E-Mail Alert
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Threat Feed E-Mail Alert

Vulnerabilities E-Mail Alert

Queries E-Mail Alert
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Threat Feed Settings
The threat feed setting is to alert administrators about new threats detected in all agent installed machines. The
Ancor has a repository where malware detected data is sent to all the agent installed systems. The agent will assess
and check for malware.
1. Click Threat Feed on the left pane.
2. Enable Feed if it’s disabled. Click Evaluate.
3. The agent checks in the local database and provides a list of evaluated threats. This is shown in the Evaluated
Threats section.
4. To view the threat information in detail, click on the threat name.

If the Real-time Monitor mode under “Schedule Setting” is ON, the malware is searched immediately. If the monitor
mode is OFF then the administrator has to wait until the scheduled scan happens.
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Configuration Settings
The configuration setting supports generic compliance and standard regulatory compliances such as HIPAA, PCI etc.
for each OS. Administrators can create a benchmark using this setting.
1. Click Configuration on the left pane.
2. Click Create Benchmark.

3. Enter the Benchmark Name.
4. Use an existing template or create a custom template.
5. The existing template lists all the groups and its rules. Add the selected group to the column on the right and
click Next.
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6. Select the categories listed under the applied group. For example, enter the rules for Account Lockout Policy.
Once the rules are set click Next to go to the next category i.e., Administrative Templates and so on.

7. After setting the required categories click Done.
8. Assign to a Group and create the benchmark by clicking on Create.

Once the benchmark is created the configuration content is pushed to the agent installed endpoints. If it is in
subscribe mode it will be pushed immediately else it will be pushed during agent scheduled download time.
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Report Settings
The report settings in the Saner dashboard allows administrators to receive or send reports on vulnerabilities, misconfigurations, and threat indicators.
1. Click Reports on the left pane. The report section shows various reports.
2. Select the desired report, for example, Executive Report. This report provides a summary of monitored devices,
vulnerability risk, configuration compliance and threat indicators.
3. Click Backup.
4. Select the How often option from the drop down. This option allows administrators to backup the reports on a
weekly or daily basis.
5. In the Keep only the latest entry, set the number. The report for the specified number of days is created. If the
number is “3” then the backup report from the previous 3 days are generated. The old files are deleted.
6. Enter the email address.
7. Set the backup time for example 10:00. The backup report is generated every day at 10:00 and is sent to the
email address entered in the e-mail field.
8. Save.

Executive Report
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b) Device Report - This report provides risks by device group and specific devices.

Device Report

c) Asset Report - This report provides a count of all assets, versions, and number of installed instances.

Asset Report
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d) Vulnerability Report - This report provides vulnerability detail based on device groups and specific devices.

Vulnerability Report

e) Compliance Report - This report provides compliance detail based on device groups and specific devices.

Compliance Report
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f) Patch Report - This report provides a list of assets, patches and vulnerable hosts for each asset.

Patch Report

g) Threat Indicator Report - This report provides a summary of all threats and queries.

Threat Indicator Report
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h) CMD & Ctrl Report - This report provides a summary of all actions taken to fix vulnerabilities, mis-configurations,
and threat response.

CMD & Ctrl Report
Once the setting is saved, Click Export to export the backed up reports. The report is generated in PDF format or can
be sent as an e-mail message. The report is available as per the specified date.
Note: Set backup for each report separately.
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